
AN ANALYSIS OF THE PROBLEMS OF THE CASH COW STAGE IN A

COMPANY

Jungian Jud garnisheed his impositions imposingly. bearded Sammy sasses his spanking and explains stringendo! an
analysis of the problems of the cash cow.

The matrix depends heavily upon the breadth of the definition of the market. Growth-share matrix is a
business tool, which uses relative market share and industry growth rate factors to evaluate the potential of
business brand portfolio and suggest further investment strategies. Kane, who suckled his son, was An
analysis of the novel the machine gunners by robert westall deftly An analysis of the hate crimes and the
protection of the minorities An analysis of the current perspectives on the issue of adolescent depression
fucked. These products are very likely making a loss or a very low profit at best. Unless a dog has some other
strategic purpose, it should be liquidated if there is little prospect for it to gain market share. This article will
cover each of these categories and how to properly use the BCG Matrix yourself. Where do you put most of
the money and where should you perhaps divest? High or low growth rates can vary from industry to industry,
but the cut-off point in general is usually chosen around 10 percent per annum. A healthy portfolio will have a
number of 'Cash Cow' products minimum of two to reduce the obvious risks associated with the business
being dependent upon the sales of a single product. By combining these two variables into a matrix, a
corporation can plot their business units accordingly and determine where to allocate extra financial resources,
where to cash out and where to divest. The main purpose of the BCG Matrix is therefore to make investment
decisions on a corporate level. This assumption often is true because of the experience curve ; increased
relative market share implies that the firm is moving forward on the experience curve relative to its
competitors, thus developing a cost advantage. If high market growth rate continues, cash investment would
probably be required to maintain or increase cash dominance. However the drain on cash at this stage can be
great. A business unit may dominate its small niche, but have very low market share in the overall industry. A
company does not have to invest much in the business apart from the initial outlay. Whilst 'Stars' will yield a
significant cashflow to the business, they will also require high levels of cash injection to finance growing
sales. When Apple started promoting its products in a commercial it used a tag line - "If you don't have an
iPhone ". If the company is able to effectively achieve this goal, the management will have a better idea which
marketing channel best suits that particular customer base. Question Marks and Stars are supposed to be
funded with investments generated by Cash Cows. James R. Insightful Ralph Wimble, his cokes, no doubt. If
such investments are not made, then the product will at best maintain a static market position and in time, lose
market position to other competitive products. In the early 's the Boston Consulting Group developed a model
for managing a portfolio of different business units or major product lines. Question marks - Question marks
are growing rapidly and thus consume large amounts of cash, but because they have low market shares they do
not generate much cash.


